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Dear all,

Today, February 14, we are leaving behind us the Windward Islands and are on our way to Dominica, for us the 
first of the Leeward Islands. These islands slightly turn into a Northwesterly direction, so they can be sailed with
and Easterly wind. What a difference with the Windward Islands, which, for us, were dominated by very strong 
Northeasterly winds, with sometimes a couple of days of lighter Easterly winds. Yesterday we spoke to an 
American women, who sails up and down these islands for a good many years. Her experiences are that one 
year it can be beautiful sailing weather, with quiet but sufficient winds to cruise behind the islands, while 
another year may be characterized by the so-called Christmas winds, which are very strong and continuously 
blow from the Northeasterly quarter.  We had the last, so we just had bad luck.

A strong Northeasterly wind, as shown by the palm trees and our Dutch flag.  The flag did not even survive two 
months. On January 9, the day I made the flag picture, I hoisted a new one. Also the new one is already frayed 
at the edges.
In order to be able to sit on deck with these winds, we made a windscreen out of Sunbrella cloth with tiny holes.
The screen is erected across the aft deck, from port to starboard, and works very well, although Sunny Spray 
does not become more elegant with this screen. 

Nevertheless we enjoyed the Windward Islands, although we skipped some of them out of necessity. So let me 
continue were I left off, and recount how our voyage went following the last travel episode. 

Episode 17 ended just before New Years Eve in Carriacou, one of the Grenadines, but still belonging to Grenada.
We spent New Years Eve on the boat, since, apart from one dance band in one of the tiny bars ashore, nothing 
was happening along the shores of Tyrell Bay. So we listened to a hilaric show of Dutch comedienne Brigitte 
Kaandorp, which we had seen on television before, so when hearing the words, we could quite well picture the 



accompanying images. Which were unforgettable, since she appeared practically naked (just covered by a small 
towel) on the stage, so called running out onto the stage while taking a shower backstage. In the show she 
relates her frustration and anger at all these women´s magazines, which show extremely well dressed, happy, 
non-stressed families having non-stressed Christmas dinners in a happy mood, while at her house everything 
descends into chaos on such days. And while telling all this, she is still dressed in just a towel around her loins 
and covering her boobs with her hands. Very funny! After midnight we went to bed, without having seen one 
single streak of fireworks; we think the people from Carriacou do not have the money to waste on such 
frivolities, or do not think it worth while to spend on. 

On January 1 we made a nice walk to the Southwestern tip of the island, and left afterwards to Union island, 
the first of the Grenadine islands that make up "St. Vincent and the Grenadines".

Union Island is not very big, and actually has only one bay which is convenient for sailors, Clifton Harbour.  If 
you arrive for the first time (as we did), you get a bit of a fright, because a large circular reef is situated smack in
the middle of the bay. Thus, one has to sail around it, alongside the reef´s edge, while bouys are hard to find, 
often hid behind boats, or hard to identify because colours green or red both have faded into white.

Fortunately, there are many "boatboys" who are more than happy to guide you along and show you the way to 
a mooring, hoping you will pick it up (and thereby securing them some provision). We happily complied, 
because it was incredibly crowded. Clearance was done on the airport (built and paid for by the Chinese), which
was at walking distance from the harbour. Clifton proper was completely geared towards charter boats and 
cruisers, so everything looked really well taken care of. But is was very touristy. 



The dinghy dock, to get ashore with your dinghy, is a separate small harbour, with the entrance under a bridge. 
It all was very Disney-esque. 

After Union Island we visited Mayreau, the stepping stone to the Tobago Cays. The Tobago Cays are a "must" for
every sailor. It consists of three tiny islands, all protected to the East by a big reef, called Horseshoe Reef 
(because it  looks like that). Because of this large reef, there is absolutely no swell behind the reef and between 
the three small islands. The only movement you have is caused by wind waves. Thus, one is very well protected,
while looking out at the open ocean and having the refreshing seabreeze into your face. In addition, it is very 
shallow, so ideal for some snorkeling. There are fixed moorings everywhere, because the Cays are a very 
popular stop, not only for cruisers and charter boats, but also for big cruising ships. 

One of the many larger cruising boats visiting the Tobago Cays. To the right, taken from one of the three tiny 
islands, the view onto a second island with a large white sandy beach. Around the sandy beach is a turle 
sanctuary. 



We snorkeled behind this second island and encountered many turtles, all of them the 
Kemp´s Ridley turtle, which is seriously threatened. We also saw a really large Spotted Eagle Ray, which came 
from behind and all of a sudden slided under me, very close by (less than one meter). His tail was incredibly 
long, meters and meters. My feeling was that it was endless, in particular when I realized that they can lash out 
with a venomous sting! Beautiful but scary! 

I had not brought a camera during snorkeling outings. So I made a picture of a photo in a promotional leaflet 
for the Kemp´s Ridley turtle. The photo of the Spotted Eagle Ray (exactly as I had seen it sliding under me) was 
downloaded from the Internet.

Getting out of the water after a snorkeling trip is not always easy, but the snorkeling was worth the effort. 
Although it needs to be said that it was a far cry from the richness in coral life and colourful populations of fish 
which we had encountered here some 35 years ago. 

We stayed 5 days in the Tobago Cays. It was all very well organized, with park rangers daily dropping by to 
collect the mooring fee (pay two days, get one day free), who also took away your garbage against a small fee. 
and boatboys (what a terrible name, why are they not called boat men?) who came alongside with fish, tuna 
oysters or T-shirts. At one of the small islands there was a barbecue facility. 

Our next stop in The Grenadines was Canouan, a small island with a very large bay which provided a spacious 



and well protected anchorage. This island has not a single fresh water source, so since old it has been very poor 
and undeveloped. Now, however, some project developers have discovered it, and the first thing they did was 
to build a very luxurious hotel complex. To get ashore we had to land at the pier of this hotel, so we got a real 
good look. The author of a cruising guide described it as a hotel where you expect to meet James Bond around 
the corner! The more poignant was the contrast with the colourful but dilapidated huts that served as bars and 
restaurants along the waterfront in the village. We took our daily beer in one of these huts. 

Left the five star hotel, right the colourful waterfront bar.

On January 9 we continued our trip North, skipping a couple of the smalller islands (including Mustique, the 
island of the rich and famous - princess Margaret, David Bowie, Mick Jagger), all day motoring to Bequia. We 
had already visited this island in 1984, but strangely enough, we hardly recognized anything. 

We dropped anchor at Admiralty Bay near the small town of Port Elizabeth (on the map above it is the large bay
marked with light houses on its Northeastern and Southwestern corners). There were hundreds of sailing boats.
Still, Port Elizabeth had lost nothing of its charm: the houses were colourful and Caribbean, the people 
extremely friendly and helpful, and if you looked further than main street everything one needs for daily life 



could be found. Fresh bread, fresh fruits and vegetables from a small covered market hall, meat from the 
deepfreezer, and at 5 pm fresh fish at the beach from local fishermen. We found a tiny shop were we bought a 
state-of-the art mobile phone fit to receive 4G network signals, since we found to our surprise that provider 
Digical operated a 4G network on many of the islands.

There was also a hairdresser, but I should never have entered his shop! The barber immeditaley took out his 
shaving machine, fortunately I could still stop him in time; my request of "not too short" he never heard, 
because I left the shop with a man´s haircut. Terrible!  We are now 5 weeks further on, and only now my hair 
starts to look anything decent. 

From the anchorage you could sail the dinghy to a number of dinghy docks, scattered around the bay, where 
one could leave the dinghy (well tied up with locks of course) while going ahore. The nearest dinghy dock led to 
the "Princess Margaret walkway", an adventurous path around a cliff and alongside the waterfront. 

The island was rather small and quickly covered on foot. Nevertheless, we encountered many beautiful spots on 
our walks. 



We also commissioned a chapa at a sailmaker. A chapa is a permanent Sunbrella cover that protects the rubber 
of the dinghy against ultraviolet rays and mechanical damage. You hardly see them in Europe or the Canary 
Islands, but they are very common in the Caribbean. We chose the coulour "Irish green", since we found that 
fitting to our history and well matched to the other green boat coverings. 

Unfortunately the bay was not very well protected against a Northeasterly wind, Gradually, ever more sea swell 
entered the bay, until at the end we were rolling about as if at sea. There was no other option but to leave. A 
pity, because we really liked laid back Bequia. 

After Bequia there were three more Windward Islands to go: St. Vincent, St. Lucia and Martinique, in that 
sequence. We decided to skip St. Vincent, since the West coast of the island has a bad reputation safety-wise, 
and even the local population warned us to not stop there. We did plan to visit Rodney Bay in the North of St. 
Lucia, also to meet up with Fran, Sunny Spray´s Spanish carpenter, who regularly works nowadays in St. Lucia.
 
Friday January 13 the chapa was finished, so we could leave in the afternoon. There was hardly any wind, and 
what there was came from the North, so we had wind and waves dead against us. Despite this we decided to 
go, because the predicted wave height was low and the wave period (the number of seconds between two 
wave crests) would be long. A long lazy swell is ideal, it provides for smooth gliding over. The current would also
be against us for a significant amount of time, so we estimated that we would do no more than an average 
speed of three knots. According to these calculations, we would arrive in Rodney Bay around 6 am, just with 



first daylight. 

Our trip went very well, and strangely enough our average speed was well above the predicted 3 knots. 
Apparently the local currents were in our favour. On Friday afternoon we crossed the channel between Bequia 
and St. Vincent, continued along the latters Western coast, and started the crossing of the dreaded passage 
between St. Vincent and St. Lucia at nightfall. Although there was hardly any wind, we did experience catabatic 
wind gusts coming down the mountains, areas with turbulence and overfalls and a wind acceleration zone in 
the open water between the islands. We were very glad that the weather was that calm. The only worrying 
point was the build up of heat in the engine room, but since the engine was already working very hard for many
hours, we thought that was normal. 

We passed the West coast of St. Lucia during the night, and at 01.00 am we had already reached the position of
Rodney Bay. What to do? We did not want to enter Rodney Bay in the dark (that is one of our sailing rules, 
never enter an unknown harbour at night), and we also did not like the idea of turning circles for more than 5 
hours, waiting for daylight. And the circumstances were ideal to cross the last windward channel and push 
onwards towards Martinique. We decided to continue. A pity, because now we would miss the chance to meet 
up with Fran, but with hindsight the correct decision, because we arrived in well-provisioned Martinique 
already at 08.00 in the morning. 

We had chosen Le Marin, a very large, extremely well protected bay which even serves as a hurricane hole (that
is a spot where you can take shelter in case a hurricane  passes). However, should one arrive, you need to find 



shelter together with more than 2000 other boats! What a surprise, we had not realized there would be that 
many boats! Wherever you looked, boats boats boats. According to the informative leaflet of the marina, there 
were already about 1500 boats permanently moored at its docks or on fixed moorings. In addition, I counted at 
least 300 cruising boats of people like us. And in St. Anne, an anchorage at the beginning of the bay, there were 
another 200-300 cruising and charter boats.  

Strangely enough that many boats does not pose any problem in terms of noise or nuisance. Happily enough it 
increases the chance of meeting up with old friends: we met up with Rasa and Egoi; for the first time since 
Dakar we saw again the Lady Mary from Moscow with Andres, his wife Marina and their two daughters. And in 
the marina we found Ralf and Cathy, sailing friends we had met during our 1981-1984 trip with Fint and with 
whom we had always maintained contact. 

Reunion with Ralf and Cathy Krieger after nearly 33 years. 

Ashore we found numerous ship chandlers, specialized service shops (sailmakers, mechanics, supply shops), 
supermarkets with their own dinghy dock, so that you can wheel your shopping trolly next to the dinghy and 
unload your shopping, and some bars and restaurants. 

Despite all these advantages, we were not comfortable in Le Marin. The place felt like a prison, with nowhere to
go. Yes, you could shop ashore, but going for a walk was a frustrating experience. It was nearly impossible to 
walk, you would always have to walk along a built up area, or along main roads with cars passing at 80 kms per 
hour and no sidewalks. There was a rudimentary bus suystem, with five buses in total over the day, most of 
them in the morning, and only one in the afternoon. Unfortunately, no one in Martinique takes any interest in 
the bus system, so it is extremely difficult to find information about routes and bus times. Not on Internet, not 
in special books that promote Martinique. Yes, those books contain a lot of information about pricey hotels, 
restaurants, and shopping malls, but information about a single bus, no way!  Renting a car was pricey as well. 



One of the side lagoons of Le Marin was a hurricane hole, surrounded by mangrove trees. In case of an 
approaching hurricane, the boats can be tied up to the trees of the mangroves, which provides for a good hold. 
Of course, space is limited, maybe for some hundreds of boats. The rest of the 2000+ boats has to run for it and 
find shelter elsewhere.

The dinghy dock in St. Anne, and to the right the pleasant shoreline with some shops doubling as bars. 

So, why did we stay relatively long in Le Marin if we did not like it? Well, because we needed quite a lot of stuff, 
and the many ship chandlers and repair facilities served our needs. But that meant waiting for orders to be 
delivered, or orders that had gone through (said the computer) but could not be found in the warehouse (which
was the case with the new V-belts we wanted to buy), or the sail maker closed shop for a couple of days just 
when we came to collect our package, etc etc. 
 



At a certain moment we were ready to leave, so Bob started the normal inspection round of engine, batteries, 
oil level, water level in the radiator etc. We turned the engine and again found that the engine room became 
very hot and also smelly! We searched the place, and found a fine spray consisting of water and fumes exiting 
from the exhaust pipe where it is connected to the radiator. It looked like a tear, so we ordered a mechanic to 
solder it. This was easier said than done, because the entire radiator and accessories needed to be dismounted 
and taken to the workshop. Three days and more than 500 Euros later we had a new exhaust pipe and 
connection, because the tiny tear had turned out to be a rather big, rusty hole. It really had been quite a thick 
walled, solid pipe!

Unfortunately we are still not in the clear engine wise. In entire Grenada, the Grenadines, Martinique (nor, as 
we now know, Dominica) have we been able to find new multi V-belts of the correct size. We have seen that 
they can easily be ordered in The Netherlands, so our strategy now is to order three by internet, have them 
sent to my sister Ineke in Soest, who will then arrange to have them hand delivered by courier to the marina in 



Guadeloupe, where a Guadeloupan friend of us will alert the manager beforehand. All the more necessary 
since V-belt nr 3, which we bought and put on in Tobago, also showed serious signs of damage, so we replaced 
it recently by our last spare V-belt. So we have to sail without a spare to Guadeloupe, not a pleasant idea with 
the rate of wear and tear we are experiencing.   

Also truly annoying is the fact that not one of the many mechanics who has come on board in the past few 
months has been able to come up with a plausible explanation why we keep losing V-belts. Regularly we 
inspect and clean all the grooves on the various pullies, we check their alignment and whether they turn well, 
take care that we do not have oil or water leakages coming onto the belt; what more can we possibly do? 
Should anyone among our readers have another idea, we would welcome it. Maybe it is good to remember that
we got a new, original Mercedes pully tensioner in Surinam, and that our waterpump was taken off and 
remounted because of new ball bearings. 

And another potential problem is lurking. We hear a funny rattling sound, sometimes, not always. Maybe the 
transmission? Bob by now has completely had it with this engine. 

Waterfront at Bourg deTrois Islets. The two bars with terraces to the left are the only two of its kind in Bourg. 

Once the engine had been repaired we left immediately, to Fort de France, the capital of Martinique. We had 
enough of thousands of boats and a hectic lifestyle, so we chose the quitest spot we could find: a side bay in 
the extreme Southwestern corner of the Fort de France bay, with three small islands and a sleepy village called 
Bourg de Trois Islets. There were some local yachts, and occasionally another cruiser would pass by or spend 
one night at anchor, leaving quickly because of the lack of facilities. So  most of the time we had the place to 



ourselves, looking out on the three grassy islands, which gave us the feeling we were back home in Clew Bay, 
Ireland. The village was very sleepy and cozy, where we even found a bakery, a butcher and a tiny market with a
large selection of fruits and vegetables. Best of all was that it had a rather large pier with a half-hourly ferry to 
Fort de France, greatly increasing our range and allowing us to do some sightseeing while not having to worry 
about our anchorage. Our mood increased  by the hour.

Left the ferry from Fort de France to Bourg de Trois Islets, a 15 minute high speed trip. To the right typical 
wooden houses of the capital, with pointed roofs. Recently an ambitious plan has been launched to buy up and 
restore more than 300 houses in the city centre, which should make the centre more attractive. The current 
level of neglect is unworthy for a capìtal city. 

View from Trois Islets to Fort de France (left). Right the renovated waterfront, where I met the "honorary consul 
of the Netherlands" on a terrace, so that he could certify me being alive (Fe de Vida). This is necessary to receive
my pension from an insurance company. Last year Bob met another traveling consul, in front of a supermarket 
in Cayenne, French Guyane. No, the job of honorary consul is not a glamorous one!  

 
One of our first sightseeing trips was to the "Monument de l Ánse Cafard", also called "Monument 110". 
It is a moving and impressive monument, memorizing the loss of a slaveship in the "Bay of Diamant" on April 8, 



1810. The chained slaves were trapped like rats. Most of them drowned, and only 70 were saved by local 
people that had come to the rescue. After having recuperated a bit, the locals sold them into slavery.  Slavery 
was only abolished on the French islands in 1841. 

The monument depicts 15 human figures, looking dejectedly out over Diamant Rock. Their line of sight is 
toward 110 degrees on the compass, which from there is the direction where one can find Guinea Bissau, 
symbolizing their Westafrican homelands. The 15 are grouped in a triangle, depicting the so-called Triangle 
Trade. With that term one indicates the highly profitable trade starting in Northwestern Europe, where ships 
sailed with Western goods to West-Africa. Once there the cargo was sold and the ships carpenters would build 
additional decking, so that the hold could house hundreds and hundreds of slaves. These were transported to 
the West Indies, meaning the Caribbean. Once the slaves were unloaded, the extra decks were taken out and 
the holds filled with valuable ware from the plantations, worked by the slaves. The ships loaded coffee, cacao, 
sugar and rum, which were sold at a high profit in Western Europe. The Dutch Golden Age (17th century) finds 
it roots in the Triangle Trade.

Equally historic, but less impressive, was a visit to Le Pagerie, the birthplace of Empress Josephine Bonaparte. It 
was situated on walking distance from Bourg de Trois Islets, where she was baptized. 
Josephine  was born in 1763 as Marie-Joseph Rose de Tascher de la Pagerie, called Yeyette, at a large, rich sugar
plantation. When she was three years old her ancestral home was completely ruined by a passing hurricane. 
What rests are the foundations of the main house, the former kitchen (in those days kitchens were situated 
apart from the house to reduce the fire risk), and some ruins from the sugar plantation, such as "le sucrerie". 
The former kitchen building houses a small museum, which can be visited with a guide only. There is not much 
to be seen, but some surprising facts can be learned. 



The kitchen of Yeyette´s ancestral home, now housing a small museum. To the right the remaining foundations 
of the big house. In the middle foreground you see the top of a pillar. This was a marking stone. If field slaves 
passed this stone,  they were harshly punished. Below the lines of descent of many of Europe´s royal houses.

Yeyette spent most of her youth and life in Paris. She married the son of Martinique´s then governor, and had 
two children: Eugene and Hortense. The marriage ended in divorce, and Yeyette became an influential lady at 
the French court under the name "La Creole". In 1796, then 33 years old, she married the ambitious Napoleon 
Bonaparte, an upstart who wanted to better his position in life using her connections. They succeeded very 
well, and he crowned Josephine as Empress when she was 41 years of age (he was 6 years younger). Some 
years later she was replaced by a younger woman, because she had not given Napoleon an heir. When leaving, 
she kept the right to her title and gained a new one, Queen of Italy. 



The nice part of this story is that her children, Eugene and Hortense, were married off to very influential, mostly
royal families. Hortense became Queen of The Netherlands through her marriage to Louis, Napoleon´s brother. 
Eugene became viceroy of Italy and had many children, who all married into European royalty. There were that 
many offspring that Josephine  is rightly called the founding mother of Europe´s royalty. 

Even though she was Empress of France and Queen of Italy, she remained a planters daugther, and used her 
influence at the royal court to move Napoleon to reinstate slavery in the oversees territories.  Which he did. No 
wonder that in the 1990s some unknown person chopped off the head of a statue of Josephine that adorns a 
major park in Fort de France! 
 
A striking detail: the headless statue of Empress Josephine is located at a stones throw from Le Librarie de 
Schoelcher, a beautiful building housing the large book collection of Victor Schoelcher, Martinique´s anti-slavery
heroe. 

This libary was built in 1889 to house the private library of Victor Schoelcher, donated in 1883 to the city for the 
education of all its citizens. Before it was erected in Fort de France, it was shipped to Paris to serve as 
Martinique´s contribution to the World Exhibtion of 1889. Inside and outside the structure is of steel, as in a 
train station of those days. It is very ornamental. Inside, high up, are the names of famous French writers and 
poets. The entire structure could use some paint. 



Victor Schoelcher is THE big heroe of Martinique. He was the most active and well known of all anti-slavery 
advocates, and slavery was indeed abolished in 1841 (because of Josephine´s manipulations much later than on
other islands or French dominions in the West Indies). In every town or village in Martinique you can find a 
square, a building, a street, a school, a hospital named after him. There is a large statue of him in front of Fort 
de France´s largest cultural centre, in the middle of the city. The French pronounce the name Schoelcher as  
Sjoelsjer. Oh well.....

For me the biggest heroe of Martinique is someone from now: Gilbert Larose, a young guy who never finished 
school, not because he could not, but because he had to walk every day for hours to go from his mountain 
dwellings to school, while he was needed at home to help make a living for the family. At the tender age of 6 (!) 
he had the dream to one day  honour and revive the disappearing culture and lifestyle of the Marrons, the 
runaway slaves, so that this culture would not be gone for ever. Little by little he realized his dream, building 
with his own hands a village, consisting of houses similar to the ones the former slaves lived in, depicting their 
way of living, growing the foods they cultivated, the livestock they raised, the medicinal plants they needed.  He
never received a single contribution in the form of subsidy or grant from any one organization. Unsupported he 
built the Savane des Esclaves on a two hectare plot, occasionally being helped by some friends or family. It 
opened some years ago and now serves as an educational and very pleasant visitor centre. The former slaves 
are depicted in life sized statues of mahogany. Once a month he gives a demonstration how to make a cacao 
stick, or how to prepare pancakes using manioc. Unfortunately my camera did not have enough energy left to 
make pictures, but if you want to get an idea, do visit www.lasavanedesesclaves.fr.  For me it was one of the 
highlights of our visit to Martinique, and that at walking distance of Bourg de Trois Islets! I

The other highlight was a visit to the Botanical Garden of Balata, which could be reached by taking an 
infrequent bus from Fort de France. Hidden in the mountains this garden is also a private initiative, realized by 
Jean-Philippe Thoze, horticulturist, landscape architect and poet.
Since 1982 Jean-Philippe travels all over the world, searching for special plants, shrubs and trees to create a 
tropical botanical garden. This garden is situated around the Creole-style country house of his grandparents.

What is very nice in this garden is the well structured information given in every section: information about 
special plants and trees, what they were used for, or their current use, and many special stories around the 
exhibits. Every section also gives the motivation of Jean-Philippe to create it in a specific way. All this gives this 
garden a special personal touch. It is obvious, this is not a garden created by civil servants or scientists, but a 
personal statement of a highly creative person. 

Apart from this, I liked Jean-Philippes approach and way of looking at things: beautiful groups of palm tree 
trunks, all topped off by colourful orchids, striking colour combinations, rows of palm trees serving as lines of 
sight, contrasts between soft and hard, dark and light, straight and curved.  Many people call this garden a 
piece of architecture. For me it was like a living sculpture on a grand scale. Below some of my impressions of 
the Balata Garden. 





Animal of the month: the hummingbird

On various of the islands we had visited before, such as Tobago and Grenada, we had seen colourful 
hummingbirds. But never that many as in Martinique. 
We enjoyed the hummingbird on board the yacht of Ralf and Cathy. They had a feeder with large, red plastic 
flowers, which did indeed attract the birds. Every day several hummingbirds visited the feeder, but only one 
was their true homebird! 

Home hummingbird on the aft deck of the boat of Cathy and Ralf Krieger.



We encountered a large population of hummingbirds in the Jardin Balata. Under the roof of the ancestral home
were feeders similar as we had seen at Ralf´s and Cathy´s. Several hummingbirds would flock to the same 
feeder, patiently hovering until it was their turn. But there were also areas in the garden specifically created to 
provide a habitat to hummingbirds. They are very small, with a metallic sheen and very hard to follow when 
they fly away. When they hover, you just see a shine where the wings should be, you  hardly ever see a wing. 
They reminded me in their behaviour of "the snitch" out of the Harry Potter movies! 



Many greetings from Helma and Bob,

Hasta la proxima!

The AIS is on again, so you can again follow us on www.marinetraffic.com, boat name Sunny Spray, MMSI: 
244780434

http://www.marinnetraffic.com/

